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It is a ramen time tonight.

Tom and Fred decided to

have a taste of a new

ramen they had seen on

the TV advert last week.

Both of them are

aficionades of instant

noodles for their easy

cooking method and

dainty tastes, so the new

product was sure hardly

to be missed by the eyes

of the little gourmets.

Tom prepared for the

snack meal because he

enjoyed cooking ramen

himself by adding various ingredients thereto, such as minced scallops, frozen dumplings, batted

egg, and other condiments. These additions would give extra flavor to the original taste

according to Tom. As pictured here, the outcome of Tom’s crative recipie looks delectable,

amounting to the look of the famous Ichiban Ramen at Doraemon well known among Ramen

aficionades in Charlottestown.

Some might argue that a ramen is not of gourmandise, but such criticism should not disparage

individual tendncy and opinions. We are all entitled to our own subjectivity, our own modes of

thinking, and our opinions. Tom and Fred’s honest opinions on Ramen as one of their favorite

delicacies is therefore to be respected and not

to be ridiculed. Everyone’s opinions are and

should be different as it is only natural to the

human nature.

“Emm… This ramen smells very tasty! It was our

good decision to venture buying it based on our

impression on the TV advert that urged us to do

so,” said Fred infatuated with the aroma of hot

ramen. “Impulsive buying habit is adverse to

one’s constitution in terms of self-control

because it will likely to deter you from making a

sagacious decision as to your economic

circumstances you are under.

Much to think about in connection with the

ramen snack meal time as it is Fred’s tendency
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to analyze things and matters however trifling

and inconsequential they may be deemed. But

then you cannot eviscerate someone’s nature

because doing so is impossible by any means

of force as it is innately engraved in the

constitutional being. That is why a theory of

genetic engineering of human characteristics

and traits in terms of appearance, intelligence,

and temperament is at once impossible and

unethical, and inevitably unnatural.

Fred being of pensive, intellectual nature has

great eyes for details on everything he

perceives and/or senses. Fred is a thinker, an

intellectual, and a humanist akin to the famous

Little Prince but with a more playful spirit and

moreover, his buddy Tom Lab.

The aroma of still hot ramen cooked by his good

chummy Tom renders him a sense of security and

warmth with a relaxing ambiance around the

house. With a piece of rolled vegetable scrambled

egg in a bowl to partake of the ramen, Fred feels

simple happiness of the moment.

Tom, our chef of the evening, enjoys this moment

of recognition of his culinary skills by his

trustworthy peer and friend Fred whose artless

deeds and genuine attitudes endear him to the

hearts of many.

The night is long in winter time. And we need to spend these long hours of darkness

constructively when it is heralded by a crepuscular light after sunset. The kinds of possible

activities are many fold if you try to choose one that is congenial to your disposition and

meets your level of sense of achievement. Hence Tom and Fred’s ramen repast is deemed

appropriate and fun on one winter night.


